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The formation of stable, unagglomerated nanocolloids for a variety of
applications is the critical issue to be addressed if the potential of these
materials is to be achieved. Fundamental concepts in colloid and interfacial
chemistry can be adapted to provide robust, reliable dispersion schemes for
nanocolloids. Unique characteristics of nanoparticulates in suspension relative to sub-micron particulates such as the liquid mediated sintering of
nanoparticulates at contact points among aggregates must be recognized
and colloidal chemistry strategies adopted. Two broad strategies for the
successful dispersion of nanoparticulates in liquids have been developed,
protection-dispersion and passivation-dispersion. Both strategies recognize
the high surface reactivity of nanoparticulates and adapt the colloid and
interfacial chemistry to mitigate the tendency for liquid phase sintering at
the contacts among aggregated materials.
Three examples of protection-dispersion and passivation-dispersion for
nanocolloids are presented. For the first time, it is shown that stress corrosion
cracking concepts can be used to promote the de-aggregation of a vapor
phase synthesized and heat treated nanophase, nanocrystalline ceramic, a
powder composed of mixed phases of alumina. Chemically aided attrition
milling (CAAM) has been used to reduce the particle size distribution to the
nanoscale with 100% of the material after one hour of milling below 500nm
and 90% in the range of 30nm. Critical milling variables have been examined
and discussed for the CAAM process including solution pH and material
solubility, zeta potential and degree of dispersion with milling. The chemical
synthesis of yttrium doped zirconia via a hydrothermal route with recovery
and subsequent processing to bulk ceramics has also been discussed. The
process depends on the specific use of protection-dispersion during synthesis
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based on the zirconium-bicine metal ligand complex and passivationdispersion based on the zirconium-oxalate metal ligand complex to prepare
well-dispersed, concentrated suspensions. Finally, for the first time,
nanocomposite colloids, prepared using a protection-dispersion scheme, have
been described that have the potential for bio-imaging as well as drug and
gene therapies. The critical element in the nanocomposite particulate
dispersion for nanomedical applications is the combination of protectiondispersion based on the amphiphile-dispersant combination combined with
careful particulate laundering and dispersion using high-performance liquid
chromatography technique adapted for the nanocolloids. Thus, sound
colloidal principles can be used to create well-dispersed nanocolloids if the
unique colloidal characteristics of nanoparticulates are recognized and
accommodated during processing.
1. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
Colloid and interfacial chemistry has a well-deserved reputation of
providing guidance in the dispersion of particles in liquids. Yet there have
been no systematic studies reporting the dispersion of nanometer scale
particulates in liquids.* The intent of this document is to review the
fundamental features of suspensions composed of nanoscale particulates relative to the science and technology associated with larger particulates in
aqueous suspension and to discuss where these principles have been used to
provide robust dispersion strategies for selected examples of nanoparticulates.
Macroscopic particulate dispersion has been reviewed by a great number of
excellent treatises to provide the basic knowledge relative to the dispersion
of macroscopic powders in liquids.1-29 Some of the most useful references
related to nanoparticulate synthesis and dispersion in the earlier reports are
from Faraday in the 1850s and proceed up to the 1950s.2-8 Many of these
early texts, especially those of Faraday, Zsigmondy, Svedberg, and Kruyt, have
addressed in addition to the relevant scientific principles known at the time,
the general engineering issues associated with preparing stable nanocolloids.2-5
More recently, colloidal phenomena has aroused great interest from the
ceramic community because of the need to manage agglomeration.30-44
However, all of the ceramic efforts to date have been directed toward submicron and larger particulate sizes. Nonetheless, there is a large literature
developed over the past 150 years that can be used for guidance in the
dispersion of nanoscale particulates in colloidal suspension.
* For the sake of this report, nanometer scale particulates are those with at least one
dimension less than 50nm. As a consequence, particles greater than 50nm are considered
macroscopic particulates.
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There are two broad approaches to dispersing nanoscale powders in
liquids that depend on the source and nature of the nanoscale powder. Most
commercial nanoscale powders are synthesized through vapor phase
processes. Vapor phase synthesized powders are invariably agglomerated and
must be de-agglomerated to be of use in the preparation of bulk materials. In
contrast, many material systems are amenable to precipitation from solution.
For solution synthesized particulates, the issue is to maintain the particles in a
well-dispersed state during the washing, collection, and concentration steps
subsequent to particle formation. Basic concepts in colloid and interfacial
chemistry can be applied to achieve the goal of well-dispersed particulates
for the two general classes of powders.
The world wide market impacted by particulates was over $1 trillion
(US) based on 1993 US Department of Commerce estimates.31 Almost a third
of this market is found in chemical and allied products, most of which are
related to catalyst applications of fine particulates. The majority of powders
for catalytic applications are prepared through vapor phase reactions. Catalytic
powders are nanometer scale particulates that are intentionally agglomerated
to minimize dusting of the nanoscale particulates. Thus, there is already a
large quantity of nanoscale particulates produced by the catalytic industry,
but not in form suitable for ceramic powder processing to bulk materials.
What are the powder characteristics desired to process bulk materials?
Messing has addressed these issues for sub-micron powders typical of
ceramics:32
1. Particle size between 0.1 and 1.0 µm diameter. The upper size limit is
established by thermodynamics of sintering. The lower size limit is set by
need to avoid particle agglomeration.
2. Broad particle size distribution resulting in a narrow pore size distribution
of small pores (i.e. <50 nm) and maximum packing density. A broad particle
size distribution leads to increased packing density and less sintering
shrinkage. A small pore size leads to decreased sintering distance and,
consequently lower temperature
3. Equiaxed particle shapes are required to achieve the most uniform packing
and highest packing density. One must avoid particle shape induced
anisotropic shrinkage.
4. Dense particles are required to achieve the minimum shrinkage
requirement.
5. No powder defects (e.g. agglomerates, aggregates). Agglomerate mediated
defects destroy the benefits of 1-4.
Of the various desirable characteristics, well-dispersed or dispersible
particulates are the key element as the presence of agglomerates compromises
all other desirable characteristics. Thus, a critical element, generally ignored,
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is to address the processing required to eliminate or at least reduce the
deleterious effects of agglomeration. Based on the two general classes of
powders, the following questions must be addressed if nanoscale particulates
are to achieve their potential in the manufacture of bulk materials:
1. For vapor phase particulates, can the nanoscale aggregates typically present
in these powders be reduced to nanoscale primary particles?
2. For solution synthesized particulates, can nanometer size particles be
chemically synthesized and recovered in a well-dispersed state in
commercial quantities with at least a minimum yield equal to 10 weight
percent of the total synthesis volume?
The first question addresses the fundamental limitation embedded in
the dogma associated with milling, that it is impossible to reduce particulates
below about 1 micron.44 There have been various rationales for this dogma
including arguments that the defect concentration diminishes dramatically
for material scales below 1 micron, therefore drastically limiting particle size
reduction through crack propagation in brittle materials. As will be shown in
the current report, another mechanism has been developed that takes
advantage of another crack propagation phenomena, stress corrosion cracking
along the grain boundaries of polycrystalline aggregates typical of vapor phase
synthesized, nanoscale powders.
The second question addresses the critical issue associated with solution
synthesized particulates. Can enough material be produced that meets each
of the five Messing criteria for feasible, much less commercial, processing of
bulk materials? By maintaining very low particulate numbers via low supersaturations, it is possible to produce nanoscale, apparently well-dispersed
nanoscale particulate via solution approaches. Unfortunately, the low yields
prohibit the production of bulk materials beyond a few dozen milligrams,
much less the desirable gram to kilogram quantities required for a single part.
It will be shown that there are multiple strategies discussed in the literature
that provide both excellent material yield and good dispersion.
This report is organized around four sections: the introduction and a
review of the relevant colloidal chemistry and the impact of nanoscale
particulates on these fundamental principles; a milling approach based on
the concept of chemically aided attrition milling (CAAM) that permits the
breakdown of polycrystalline alumina agglomerates to nanoscale particulates;
a protection-dispersion approach that enables the production of high yields
of well-dispersed, solution synthesized yttria tetragonal zirconia (TZP), and
the protection-dispersion approach that permits the preparation of
nanocomposite silica and other material-based nanoparticulates for
nanomedical applications including bioimaging and, potentially, drug and gene
therapy via nanoparticulate delivery systems.
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FIGURE 1.1 - Designer particles as a function of scale and aspect ratio created by Penn
State Particulate Materials Center faculty and collaborators.

1.1. Principles for dispersion of nanoscale colloids
The elegance and beauty of particulates from the nanoscale to the
macroscale as a function of morphology are displayed in Figure 1.1.
Unfortunately, the utility of these interesting and sometimes, unique
particulates is compromised if the forces driving the particles together into
irreversible agglomerates are not addressed. The issues associated with the
dispersion of sub-micron and larger particles in liquids are well-established
(see for example, Hunter,18). The features associated with dispersion of
macroscopic particulates and those particular to nanoscale particulates are
summarized in Table 1.1. Each of these will be addressed in the following
sections.
1.1.1. Phase stability and solution ionic equilibria
While the phase stability for many materials in water is known, it is
generally ignored or simply not appreciated.21,22,25,27,30,39,41,44 The thermodynamically stable material, particularly in an aqueous environment, is not
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TABLE 1.1 - Comparison of macro- and nano-scale particulate dispersion.
Macroscopic
Particulate
Phase stability known, but
usually not appreciated
Solution Ionic Equilibria
Zeta Potential and Surface
Charging Mechanisms
Influence of Hamaker constant
well established (e.g,
French et.al, & Bergstrom)
Polymeric flocculation to
concentrate/wash particles
Protective colloids
Fairly general
Polyelectrolyte dispersion
Generic dispersants

Nanoscale
Particulate
Surface reactions dictate phases
present
Yes, but . Ostwald-Freundlich
→ Elevated Solubility
Yes, but . Little is known at the
nanoscale
May scale with size, even have
fundamental changes in
relationships
Low charge, small adsorbates
Requires specific complexing
agents
Highly charged, surface
complexing agents
Requires specific complexing
agents

usually the phase one thinks of as our ceramic.41 For particulates greater than
1 micron, surface reactions leading to the typical hydrated or carbonated
stable phase, are not severe enough to compromise processing or ultimate
properties in dense ceramics. In the case of nanoscale particulates the entire
material may devolve into the thermodynamically stable phase. For example,
in Figure 1.2, the species predominance diagram for the Ba-Ti-CO 2-H2O
system is shown.41 The solubility of the Ba2+(aq) for the Virgin BaTiO3
generally agrees with that of BaCO3 over most of the suspension pH range
evaluated. The large change in solubility and the depleted Ba zone shown in
the TEM photomicrograph lead to agglomeration as well as abnormal grain
growth because of Ti-rich regions that promote liquid phase formation.
Fortunately, when the phase stability issues are recognized and addressed,
the introduction of oxalate (C2O42-) provides a passivating layer that prevents
the leaching of Ba, permits dispersion, and maintains the stoichiometry of the
barium titanate.44 Thus, both recognition of the stable phase(s) in a system
and surface chemical approaches to manage the phase stability permit the
processing of metastable phases without compromising the ultimate material
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FIGURE 1.2 - Preventing surface defects on nanoscale barium titanate, particles with
chemical passivation.

FIGURE 1.3 - Nanoscale effects on solubility (Ostwald-Freundlich, also known as the
Thompson-Gibbs Effect) and nanoparticulate aggregation via selective dissolution from
smaller particles and deposition at contact points among larger particles.

properties, particularly for nanoscale particulates with a high surface reactivity.
Figure 1.3 gives the solubility of pure, amorphous silica as a function of
solution pH and particle size. The solubility curves were calculated using data
from Iler15 and the OPAL program developed in the Particulate Materials Center
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at Penn State.* Iler and others have discussed the agglomeration of nanoscale
silica as an Ostwald ripening mechanism. However, the TEM photomicrograph
in Figure 1.3 indicates that rather than small particles being consumed via the
higher solubility shown in the solubility diagram in Figure 1.3, it is more likely
that the relatively monosized nanoparticles shown in Figure 1.3 sintered via a
liquid phase transport mechanism. Thus, it is more beneficial to protect
nanoparticles from liquid mediated sintering, rather than the Ostwald ripening,
at least in the silica-water system. This finding is consistent with the notions of
protection-dispersion developed by Zsigmondy2 or passivation-dispersion
developed by Adair and co-workers.41
1.1.2. Zeta potential and surface charging
There is a relatively large literature on the measurement of surface
charge on the nanoscale, but usually not well-dispersed, nanoparticulates.17-19,24,25,27 All of these techniques are based on potentiometric titrations
in which the large surface areas are used to measure the adsorption of H+(aq)
or OH-(aq) as a function of suspension pH.17 In general, at least 100 m2 of
powder must be present in the suspension for accurate adsorption
measurements, hence, the requirement for large surface area powders. At
present there is nothing to suggest that nanoscale particulates have a
significantly different pH at which charge changes polarity, the isoelectric
point, or that the fundamental charging mechanisms are different from those
found with sub-micron and larger size powders.30 However, as shown in
Figure 1.4, the larger surface areas of nanoscale particulates must be
accommodated during surface modification. The figure shows the zeta
potential as a function of suspension pH for two silica powders, a 300 nm
diameter Stöber silica prepared by the hydrolysis of tetraethoxy silane in
ammonia, water, and ethanol, and a 20 nm diameter silica prepared by a
reverse micelle approach.45 The zeta potentials for the silica powders are
shown for the as-washed silica powders giving good agreement in the isoelectric
point for both powders at ~pH 3. In contrast, after treatment with 1 weight
percent aminopropyl trimethoxy silane, the low surface area Stöber silica has
a saturated surface indicated by the high positive zeta potentials while the
high surface area nanosilica is only partially coated with the condensed amine
groups with a shift in isoelectric point to ~pH 6. Thus, the high surface areas

* H. Krarup, R.V. Linhart, and J.H. Adair, OPAL - a WindowsTM computer program that
calculates the solubility of metal oxides and metal hydroxides as a function of solution
pH for both ideal solutions and non-ideal with activity coefficients calculated using Davies
modification to Debye-Huckels approach. Available by contacting senior author at
JAdair@psu.edu
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FIGURE 1.4 - Zeta potential of silica macroscopic particulates and nanoscale silica

u Stober silica, as-washed;

s

Nano-silica, as-washed;
Stober silica with 1 weight
percent amino-propyltri-methoxy silane(APS) on the surface; l Nano-silica with 1 weight
percent APS condensed on the surface.
n

for nanoscale particulates must be recognized and accommodated in
processing. This implies that much higher concentrations of dispersants,
binders, and other additives used in the processing of conventional powders
are required for nanoscale materials. Alternatively, innovative approaches may
also be used for surface modification as discussed in the other sections.
1.1.3. Intermolecular forces among nanoscale particulates
The fundamental forces among nanoscale particulates certainly scale
with size, but some of the fundamental relationships may also change at the
nanoscale.9,11,13,26,42,43,45 For example, Gatica et al 45 have shown that the
Axilrod-Teller-Muto 3-body formulation to predict van der Waals interactions
among nanoscale particulates is more valid than conventional approaches for
macroscopic particulates.9,11,13,26,42,43 Even if the fundamental forces do not
change, there are changes in the Hamaker constant as size diminishes below
the intrinsic correlation length, the scale at which quantum effects, particularly
those associated with semi-conductor and conductor materials, begin to dominate electronic transitions. Based on optical data on sub-10 nm cadmium
sulfide (CdS) taken from Adair et al 46, the Hamaker constant was calculated
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FIGURE 1.5 - Hamaker constant of CdS as a function of size. Based on optical data from
Adair et al 46 and the Hamaker constant calculation for semi-conductor materials described
by Krupp12.

for CdS as a function of size. The correlation length for CdS is near 7nm
based on the optical data. The Hamaker constant for nanoscale CdS as function
of particle size was calculated using the approach provided by Krupp12 for
semi-conductor materials. As shown in Figure 1.5, the Hamaker constant for
CdS increases below 10nm particle sizes. This implies that nanoscale CdS is
more difficult to disperse with stronger van der Waals attractive forces than
the bulk particulates.
The interaction energies associated with nanoscale particulates are also
shown in Figure 1.6. The interaction energies were calculated using the
STABIL© program developed by the Adair Group.* The Hamaker constants
were taken from the values in Figure 1.5. The interaction energy relationships
used for the calculation were developed and described by Verwey and
Overbeek based on the linear Poisson-Boltzmann relation for the repulsive
interactions and the classical van der Waals attractive interactions developed
by Hamaker.7 The ionic strength for the calculations was 10-3M NaCl. As
shown in the figure, the repulsive interaction diminishes leading to smaller
repulsive energies as particle size diminishes at least based on classical colloidal
* R.V. Linhart and J.H. Adair, STABIL©- WindowsTM computer program to calculate the
interparticle energies for a variety of solutions. Available by contacting senior author at
JAdair@psu.edu
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FIGURE 1.6 - Effect of nanoscale particle sizes on interaction energy curves for two
particles approaching one another based on the linearized Poission-Boltzmann
relationship.7

interaction energy theory. However, the curves in Figure 1.6 are not consistent
with our experimental findings described below in which robust dispersant
schemes have been developed for three nanoscale particulate systems.
Therefore, the inconsistencies between theoretical calculations and our
experimental observations underscore the need for new theories specifically
developed to accommodate the nuances associated with nanoscale colloids
such as those developed by Gatica et al 45.
1.1.4. Measurements of agglomeration in nanoscale particulates
There are a variety of ways to determine the degree of agglomeration
in powders.17-19,24,25,27 Relative particle size as a function of dispersant
concentration, particle sedimentation, rheological evaluations, and packing
density are but a few examples. There are two basic approaches to determine
the degree of agglomeration in powders that we use, regardless of whether
the materials are nanoscale or conventional sizes. The first approach is based
on the notion that relatively loose agglomerates are amenable to gas adsorption
and the degree of agglomeration does not readily affect the measure of surface
area. Comparison of the median volume (V50) by particle size distribution
determinations with the average equivalent spherical volume (Vgas) calculated
from the specific surface area determined by gas adsorption gives the average
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agglomeration number. This approach is more thoroughly discussed in Section
2-4.
The second approach is based on particle packing. However, for
nanoscale particulates, the size of organic additives can have an impact
because of the small particle size. In general, random close packing of spheres
gives 64 percent theoretical density or a void volume fraction of 0.36 in a
bed of equal sized spherical particles.36,40 If the particles are coated by a
uniform layer of an organic, it can be easily shown that,
[1]
where, rpacking is the random close packed density, rs is the density of the
solid, rorganic is the density of the organic, R is the particle radius, and d is the
organic coating thickness. Figure 1.7 summarizes the relationship in Equation
1 showing density as a function of particle size for four different organic
coating thicknesses on the particles. As noted in Section 3, the best random
close packing that can be achieved with a 10 nm zirconia particle with a 0.37
nm thick oxalate coating is around 53 percent theoretical density. Thus, the
role that organic and other materials (e.g., adsorbed H2O) have on the packing

FIGURE 1.7 - Particle packing density as a function of particle diameter and organic layer
thickness. The calculations, based on Equation 1 assumes random close packing at 64
percent of theoretical density for idealized hard spheres modified by an organic adsorption
layer. Density for the organic layer is assumed to be 1g/cc.
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of nanoscale particulates must be recognized and accommodated in evaluating
particulate packing behavior.
1.2. Conclusions
The features of nanoscale particulates summarized in Table 1.1 provide
a guideline in developing specific dispersant schemes for different nanoscale
particulate material systems. Each of these features is incorporated in the
three case studies that follow in Sections 2, 3, and 4.
2. DE-AGGREGATION AND DISPERSION OF HIGH CONCENTRATION SLURRIES OF NANOPHASE ALUMINA BY CHEMICALLY
AIDED ATTRITION MILLING
Commercialization of nanotechnology through nanoparticle processing
is awaiting processes capable of handling and creating aggregate free
nanoparticles in bulk quantity30,47,48. There are several scientific and technical
issues that must be addressed before nanoscale powders are sufficiently
developed to be used for bulk material manufacturing. High surface area
nanophase powders adsorb significant amounts of water that can affect the
reactivity of surface hydroxyl groups49,50. Also, drying severity affects the
concentration of surface hydroxyl groups, precipitation of surface hydroxyl
species and the degree of hydroxylation between the particles51-53. Aging of
nanophase powders under such conditions were shown to form permanent
bridges between that particles, even under ambient conditions15,54,55. Bridging
leads to neck formation resulting in aggregated particles. The challenge comes
in de-aggregating, processing and handling of nanophase powder in high
concentration slurries for processing in manufacturing plants56. Aggregation
is also a critical issue in compaction and densification of starting powder
towards successful fabrication of bulk materials and devices 47,47,56,57.
Consolidation of aggregated materials compromises the packing density of
green bodies and the final microstructure of the bulk materials 47,58.
Developments on processing of nanophase materials at the Particulate
Materials Center, Penn State University, have shown that hard aggregates in
nanophase materials can be successfully broken down to near primary particle
dimensions by employing a chemically aided attrition milling (CAAM) process.
Milling is a dynamic process that involves concurrent events including breakage
of particles, breakage of aggregates and agglomeration. The resulting particle
sizes obtained via milling are controlled by the material and aggregate
properties, available breakage mechanisms, and the energy or power input
during milling59-61. Chemically aided attrition milling (CAAM) parameters were
optimized for de-aggregating nanophase alumina powder by Kumar et al 62.
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The results summarized here are on CAAM of nanophase alumina particles,
de-aggregated from a median size of 11 nm to a median size of 20 nm in 1 hr
of milling.
2.1. Materials and methods
Ultra fine milling/de-aggregation of ceramic particles by the CAAM
process has been reviewed by Mandanas et al 44. The mechanism of deaggregation in the CAAM process is similar to that of stress corrosion cracking,
shown in Figure 2.1a. Experimental and theoretical studies have shown that
reactive species (e.g. water, ammonia, etc.) can attack at strained bonds in
pre-existing surface flaws. Preferential dissolution at the highly strained crack
tips promotes crack growth to a critical flaw size, at which point unstable and
rapid crack propagation causes the material to fail63-65. In CAAM, similar
behavior is expected to take place at strained bridges between the aggregated

Figure 2.1 - Schematic of: (a) Stress Corrosion Cracking, the mechanism of de-aggregation
in CAAM process. The reactive species, e.g. water, ammonia, etc. attack at strained
bridges between the aggregated particles, promoting de-aggregation under suitable
chemomechanical environment. (b) Experimental setup for pH stat milling experiments23.
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particles, promoting de-aggregation in suitable chemomechanical environments. Therefore, solvent chemistry (e.g., suspension pH) during CAAM should
be selected such that the material being milled has some degree (10 percent
to 100 percent) of elevated solubility in the solvent. The schematic of the
experimental setup for the CAAM process is shown in Figure 2.1b66. The
suspension is continuously circulated and titration performed to maintain
suspension pH in a dynamic and continuous manner during milling.
CAAM was performed on nanophase Al2O3 (mixed phases of γ-Al2O3 +
δ-Al2O3) powder, provided by Grace Davison Catalysis, Columbia, Maryland.
The powder had a specific surface area of 116 m2/gm, as measured by the
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) gas adsorption technique, with an equivalent
spherical diameter of 16 nm55. The as-received powder had a median aggregate size of 11 µm as measured by a light scattering technique (Malvern
Zetasizer*). Details on the experimental process for CAAM of nanophase
alumina have been given previously62. A suspension with 25 vol% (50 wt %)
alumina powder was milled with 0.2 mm high purity ZrO2 (Y2O3 stabilized)
milling media, at an agitator shaft speed of 2000 rpm and powder addition
rate of 2.0 gm/min. Selection of milling parameters were based on optimized
guidelines suggested by Kumar et al 62.
Suspension pH was selected to provide the slightly elevated solubility
of alumina to promote dissolution at crack tips for stress corrosion cracking.
The solubility-pH diagram or Predominance Area Diagram for alumina is
shown in Figure 2.2 67. The shaded region in the diagram, showing elevated
solubility with decreasing pH, was explored for de-aggregation by the CAAM
process. Optimum pH was set to pH 4.0±0.25 by an elimination method
based on preliminary experiments. Suspension pH values either lower or
higher did not provide dispersion or the elevated solubility required for CAAM.
Suspension pH drifted towards the basic side as milling proceeded.
Concentrated hydrochloric (HCl) acid was used as a reagent to dynamically
readjust the pH and limit pH drift within pH 3.75-4.25 during the milling
process using the titration system.
Small amounts of suspension were extracted at 10, 20, 40 60 and 120
min during milling, to measure the milled, sub-micron particle size distributions
using a quasi-elastic light scattering system (Malvern Zetasizer*), and
suspension viscosity using a plate-cone arrangement on a CSL Rheometer**.
The effect of milling was also observed by comparing SEM*** and TEM****.
* Malvern Instruments Ltd. Malvern, UK
** TA Instruments Ltd., New Castle, DE
*** Hitachi S-3500N SEM, Hitachi Instruments Inc., Japan
**** JEOL 2010F high-resolution-TEM, Japanese Electronics and Optics Lab., Japan
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FIGURE 2.2 - Theoretical solubility vs. pH plot (Predominance Area Diagram) of alumina.
Thermodynamic data taken from Baes & Mesmer67. The shaded region in the diagram,
showing elevated solubility with decreasing pH, was explored for de-aggregation by CAAM
process. Optimum milling pH was set to pH 4.0±0.2562.

micrographs obtained on selected samples before and after milling. The states
of dispersion of the milled suspensions were estimated by calculating the
average agglomeration number (AAN). As noted in Section 1, the AAN gives
an approximate estimation of the number of primary particles in an
agglomerate/aggregate. An AAN of 10 or less is considered to be a well
dispersed suspension suitable for additional processing. AAN is calculated by
taking the ratio of the volume of the agglomerate/aggregate to the volume of
the primary particle68.
2.2. Results and discussions
Performance of CAAM on nanophase alumina powder was recorded
as average agglomeration number (AAN) and suspension viscosity after milling
for 10, 20, 40 60 and 120 min, as shown in Figure 2.3a. De-aggregation
below an AAN value of 10 could be achieved in less than 1 hr of milling.
Figure 2.3b compares the particle size distributions for the nanophase alumina
before (as-received powder) and after milling. The milled suspension particle
size distribution has two peaks, a major peak at ~30 nm and a minor peak
(composed of about 10 vol % of the total distribution) at ~250 nm. The effect
of CAAM on aggregate size was verified by SEM and TEM micrographs on
samples collected before and after milling that are shown in Figure 2.4. The
SEM micrograph of as-received alumina powder corresponds to the median
particle size of 11 µm. The TEM micrographs obtained after milling for 1 hr
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FIGURE 2.3 - (a) Change in Average Agglomeration Number (AAN) and suspension viscosity
with milling time (Suspension pH 4.0±0.25; Concentration 25 vol% (50 wt%)).
(b) Particle size distribution for as-received aggregated nanophase alumina (AAN
~300,000,000); and suspension obtained after CAAM at pH 4.0±0.25 for 1 hr (AAN
~10) 62.

show dispersed alumina nanoparticles in clusters of 5-15 primary particles
with sizes between 20-50 nm, and a few larger clusters about 250 nm in size.
The design of experiment studies performed on CAAM of alumina have
shown that using small media is critical in milling below an ANN of 10 62. The
use of small media distributes the same amount of power or energy input for
the milling into an increased number of positive de-aggregation mechanisms
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FIGURE 2.4 - (a) SEM micrograph of as-received nanophase alumina (before milling) with
AAN ~300,000,000. (b) TEM micrographs for chemically aided, attrition milled nanophase
alumina with AAN ~10. Sample collected after 1 hrs of milling at pH 4.0±0.25. About
10 vol% of suspension has ~250 nm aggregates, also seen in TEM micrographs62.

including collision, abrasion and shear, resulting in breakage of the aggregates
We believe that the finer media has enough mass to generate momentum
that can exceed the minimum stress required by the aggregate to create a
positive de-aggregation event61. The small particle sizes observed in the samples
after CAAM support this assertion.
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The suspension viscosity decreased from about 800 mPa-sec to 50 mPasec with milling time as shown in Figure 2.3a. Decreases in suspension viscosity
with milling is due to release of trapped water within the open pores inside
the aggregates. The trapped water in the interpore spaces of the aggregates
effectively increases the solid content in the suspension with less water
available to support shear in the aggregated suspensions. As milling proceeds,
the trapped pore concentration reduces with reduction in aggregate size,
releasing the trapped water and providing additional dispersing medium
resulting in lower viscosities.
2.3. Conclusions
Chemically aided attrition milling (CAAM) has shown potential to deaggregate and disperse aggregated nanophase materials to near primary particle
dimensions. The critical parameters to consider are (1) control of suspension
chemistry (e.g. suspension pH) to achieve an elevated solubility of aggregate
material to promote stress corrosion cracking at the aggregate bridges/necks;
and (2) use of smaller media to increase collision, abrasion and shear events
for more efficient use of input energy. Future work will focus on optimizing
material specific suspension chemistry and milling parameters to achieve deaggregation to primary particles in minimum time and media wear. We also
intend to develop processing for bulk nanograin materials from the deaggregated nanoscale particulates.
3. NANO-ZIRCONIA SYNTHESIS AND PROCESSING
There are a variety of ways to produce nanosized Y-stabilized zirconia
powder, including, but not limited to, polymerization/sol-gel, coprecipitation,
and hydrothermal methods.70-87 In some instances, precipitation reactions
occur out of a homogeneous solution.77,80,88,89 This method of precipitation
takes advantage of nucleation/ growth concepts to produce ultra-fine particles.
Using complexation chemistry, the participating metal ions are kept in a
dissolved state to produce a homogeneous solution. Precipitation takes place
when the complex is broken and large amounts of metal ions are dumped
into solution. When the metal-ligand complex is broken, the supersaturation
of the solution is extremely high, and almost all the energy available for growth
is consumed in the formation of nuclei. As a consequence, little growth of
the nuclei occurs and the resulting particles are ultra-fine in size.
The choice of complexing agent is based on several considerations.
First, the complexing agent needs to form a stable complex with the metal
ions over a wide range of pH values. Second, the complexing agent should
impart charge to the surface of the precipitated particles to promote dispersion
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in suspension. Furthermore, a complexing agent with simple chemistry is
desirable for ease in solution preparation and for subsequent processing steps.
Complexing agents have been studied in detail for many years,90-94 specifically
including several for zirconium in aqueous solution.90-92 The complexing agents
identified in these studies 90-92 were based on multidentate ligands. The goal
of the present study was to find stable chelating compounds for zirconium
ionic species that operate over a wide range of pH values. Furthermore, for
the processing of nanoparticles, there is a critical need for a complex with
dispersive capabilities to keep the synthesized nanoparticles from aggregating
in suspension during subsequent laundering and collection steps.
The complexing agent was chosen to serve two purposes: first, to chelate
Zr and Y ions, keeping them in solution up to a pH value of 13; second, to
prevent nucleated particles from aggregating by means of an electrostatic
dispersion mechanism. Bicine was identified as a suitable complexing agent
because it met these needs.
In aqueous solution, it is known that dissolved zirconium will create a
drift in pH to values around or below 1 because of the formation of zirconyl
hydroxide complexes. Solubility data suggests that zirconium hydroxides will
begin to precipitate as the solution pH approaches values from pH 1.5 to
pH2.67 The addition of a yttrium dopant compound tends to raise the solution
pH above these critical values, which can lead to premature precipitation.
Thus, the complexing agent must be present before the dopant is added to
the Zr ion solution. Once the complexing agent is in place, Y-ion stock solution
can be added and the solution pH adjusted to the desired alkaline pH value.
Precipitation at alkaline pH values is preferred with respect to the solubilities
of Y and Zr and the desire to precipitate the tetragonal phase.79,95 Once the
homogeneous solution has been prepared, a hydrothermal treatment can be
used to break the complex and cause instantaneous precipitation of nuclei
with little or no growth (see Figure 3.1). The precipitated particles are 6-10
nm in size and tetragonal in phase (see Figure 3.2).
3.1. Washing and recovery
In the aqueous processing of nanoparticles, the concept of a protective
colloid can be used in the recovery and dispersion of nominally 8 nm 1.7 YTZP particles. In previous studies, it was found that as-synthesized agglomerates
were dispersible by ultrasonication.96 It was also determined that bicine (see
Figure 3.3) acts to reversibly agglomerate the as-synthesized particles. In order
to remove the flocculant, bicine, from the surface of the particles, a procedure for washing was developed in which the particles were centrifuged and
then redispersed in a non-flocculating solution. During the centrifugation,
the bicine surface layer acts as a protective shell preventing particle on particle
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FIGURE 3.1 - (a) Flowsheet describing the procedure for the synthesis of 6-10 nm zirconia
and yttria-stabilized zirconia.108,118,119 (b) Bicine is used as a complexing agent to keep
zirconium and yttrium ions in solution. During hydrothermal treatment, the metal-bicine
complex is broken and nuclei are dumped into solution with little or no growth.

FIGURE 3.2 - High resolution TEM photomicrograph shows individual zirconia particles
to be 6-10 nm in diameter.
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FIGURE 3.3 - Particle size distribution of aqueous zirconia suspensions measured by
quasi-elastic light scattering for different wash treatments. Washing with oxalic acid reduces
agglomeration caused by the presence of bicine and provides stable dispersion.96 When
suspensions are washed with deionized water, reversible agglomeration and dispersion is
achieved through the presence of residual bicine adsorbed to particle surfaces.120

contact. Furthermore, it was hypothesized that bicine acts in the classical
sense of an association colloid, which is reversibly associated with the Y-TZP
particles, such that it could be removed by washing. By taking advantage of
the reversible nature of bicine, a more effective dispersant could replace
bicine on the surface of the particles and allow for the creation of a stable,
well-dispersed 1.7 Y-TZP suspension.
Oxalate (see Figure 3.3) was chosen as the final dispersing solution based
on its efficacy as a surface passivation agent and ability to impart reasonable
quantities of negative charge on zirconia particle surfaces.97 From a previous
study on the aqueous degradation and surface passivation of 3 Y-TZP, oxalic
acid was found to provide significant surface charge which permits the
recovery based on the concept of protection-dispersion.97 In addition to the
surface charge provided, an increase in zirconium concentration was observed
in solution with the addition of oxalic acid. It was proposed that by washing
the powder in an oxalic acid solution of controlled solution pH, the bicine
could be displaced by increasing the solubility of the zirconium to which
bicine is complexed. Once the surface layer is removed, oxalate is free to
form an adsorbed, passivation layer on the exposed zirconium surfaces.
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FIGURE 3.4 - Space-filling models of (a) bicine and (b) oxalate ions allow an estimation of
each molecules approximate spherical diameter.121

The effectiveness of several other wash solutions on zirconia dispersion
has also been evaluated in subsequent studies (see Figure 3.4). Since bicine is
already present in abundance in the precipitate suspension and has been
observed to prevent permanent particle aggregation, it was hypothesized
that it may also act as a dispersant once the majority of the reaction by-products
were removed. It was also believed that, as long as the bicine surface layer
was not removed from precipitated particles, spontaneous dispersion could
be achieved in an aqueous medium once reaction by-products and the ionic
strength (i.e., total ions present) were removed or at least largely reduced. In
each of these cases, stable dispersions of primary particles were achieved
within 5-8 wash cycles.
3.2. Solid body formation
Previous studies have demonstrated that wet processing routes provide
the best route to obtain bulk, nanocrystalline ceramics because wet processing
permits maintaining a well-dispersed state to promote particle packing. In
contrast, developing the soft agglomerates required for powder pressing
operations, while part of our longer term strategy to produce bulk materials,
is a longer term prospect in which only preliminary studies have begun.98-100
A majority of ceramic components made from powders with sub-micron
powders are generally formed using dry pressing techniques such as uniaxial
or isostatic compression. However, use of these techniques with nanosized
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powders is inherently difficult due to consolidation and energy issues.98,101-105
Nanosized powders are significantly affected by hydration forces which can
lead to aggregation in suspension. This in turn can lead to the problems of
poor powder flow and poor packing of the powder particles in the die. The
high surface area associated with nanosized powders can lead to friction
problems along the die wall also giving poor flow and powder packing. These
problems also contribute to the need for forces larger than the capabilities of
most conventional presses and greatly inhibit the ability to make large bulk
samples given the present state of the art.
Wet processing techniques avoid the problems of dry forming
techniques by keeping the powder in a suspension. Using a well-dispersed
suspension circumvents the issues of powder flow and powder packing, leaving
only the problem of consolidation to overcome. Consolidation during wet
processing can be addressed by drying techniques and/or the application of a
load.
Drying bodies without application of a load is a technique used in
evaporation, sol-gel drying and slip casting. Evaporation has problems for
nanoparticulate bodies due to agglomeration and phase separation while
driving off solvent with the application of heat.104,105 Evaporation without
stringent control of heating can also lead to the development of drying stresses
in the body. Drying defects produce internal defects and cracking, which are
catastrophic in the formation of a solid body by sintering. Sol-gel drying is
similar to evaporation drying in producing drying stresses due to the large
amount of solvent that has to be removed from fine pores for consolidation.106
As a consequence, sol-gel drying is typically only applied to bodies that are
thin and/or with small dimensions.
Slip casting is performed by placing a suspension into a porous mold
which removes solvent via capillarity forces in the finer pore structure of the
mold.36, 40 However, suspensions of well-dispersed nanosized particles will
have nanosized pore with capillary forces much greater than those found in a
typical mold material. Thus, there will be no driving force for consolidation of
the nanosize particle body and, as a result, poor consolidation and low green
densities will be obtained. Forces in addition to the capillary forces must be
applied for the green forming of nanocolloids.
Wet processing techniques that use the application of hydraulic or
mechanical forces for consolidation include centrifugation and filter pressing.
Centrifugation uses centrifugal forces to pack powder particles by accelerated
sedimentation. Sub-micron alumina powders have been consolidated in this
manner; also, centrifugation has been used for recovery of the well-dispersed
as-synthesized Y-TZP powder.106 However, a wide particle size distribution
can lead to mass separation in the final compact. And, conventionally, centrifuge
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tubes are limited in size and shape.
Filter pressing 104,105,109-114 consolidates suspended powder by pressing
the suspension into the bottom of a die placed over a porous membrane. The
membrane allows the supernatant to pass through, leaving behind a
consolidated powder compact. Since the powder is in suspension, friction
between the die walls and the powder is minimized and, as such, much
lower pressures are required for compaction compared to dry pressing.
However, there is little information on the drying and sintering of as-pressed
pellets from nanoscale particulates. Furthermore, cracking issues associated
with drying filter pressed pellets have not been satisfactorily addressed. Despite
the lack of literature and the drying issues, filter pressing provides an excellent
opportunity to form bulk bodies from nanosized particles.107 Transparent pellets

FIGURE 3.5 - (a) Green bodies are formed by filter pressing well-disperse nano-zirconia
suspensions and drying at 120 °C under carefully controlled humidity. (b) Filter-pressed
pellets can then be sintered to high density.
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of 1.7Y-TZP with a nominal thickness of 2-3 millimeters and density of 48% of
theoretical were produced by filter pressing by Kimel et al 108 (see Figure
3.5).
Once homogeneous, nano-grain green bodies are recovered, sintering
techniques can be applied which maximize densification while minimizing
grain growth. Transient sintering,115-117 first described by Chen et al, takes
advantage of the activation energy difference between grain boundary
migration and grain boundary diffusion. Chen et al described this sintering
approach as densification in a frozen microstructure.116,117 By first heating
rapidly to an elevated temperature, both mechanisms are active, providing
densification to a point where pores become unstable against shrinkage. After
this density (around 70%TD) is reached, the body is rapidly cooled to a temperature 100-400 °C lower than the initial temperature and held for a
prolonged period. This second step allows densification by grain boundary
diffusion while limiting grain growth by grain boundary migration, the higher
activation energy process. In this work, filter-pressed zirconia bodies composed

FIGURE 3.6 - Tapping mode AFM images of (a) a dried, filter pressed green pellet and (b)
a transient-sintered body show how the nano-scale microstructure is preserved with the
two-step transient sintering technique.115-117 The first step allows pores to reduce to sizes
blow which they are unstable against shrinkage; the second, lower temperature step
promotes grain boundary diffusion while suppressing grain boundary migration, which
maximizes densification and minimizes grain growth.
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of 6-10 nm primary particles have been sintered to full density with grain
sizes between 60-100 nm (see Figure 3.6).
3.3. Conclusions
A goal of aqueous processing of nanosized Y-TZP powders is the
production of bulk Y-TZP ceramics. In order to accomplish this goal, several
issues have been addressed. First is the synthesis of nano-crystalline Y-stabilized
zirconia, which is achieved by hydrothermal precipitation. The use of bicine
as a complexing agent provides a measure of control over particle nucleation
while creating a protective barrier against irreversible agglomeration in
suspension. Upon the production of nanosized Y-TZP, recovery and dispersion
of the powder must take place through a displacement washing procedure.
Once this is accomplished, wet processing techniques, which take advantage
of the well-dispersed nature of particles in suspension, can be used to consolidate the nanosized Y-TZP powder into a bulk Y-TZP ceramic body. With a
sintering technique that maximizes densification while minimizing grain
growth through kinetic factors, dense, nano-grain, transparent Y-TZP bodies
can be produced. The effect of nano-scale microstructure on mechanical
properties will be the subject of future research.
4. SYNTHESIS OF NANOCOMPOSITE COLLOIDS FOR NANOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS
The active medical agent (AMA) nanocomposite particles possess several
qualities that make them attractive for biomedical applications including
bioimaging, drug delivery, and gene therapy. The organic fluorescent
nanoparticles can be used for bioimaging to monitor the movement of labeled
cells in cultures, tissues or intact organisms because the fluorescent emissions
from the nanoparticulates are not intermittent unlike the semi-conductorbased fluorescent quantum dots. The nanocomposite particles containing
therapeutic agents applied to drug delivery systems permit the utilization of
numerous water-insoluble and unstable drugs. The AMA nanoparticles can
also be utilized in active drug targeting and extended release applications
based on the resorbable shell-matrix.122 The nanocomposite particulates also
have the potential to be used in gene therapy for the delivery of therapeutic
DNA to cells.122 Furthermore, the AMA composite particle sizes (5  20 nm)
are compatible for biological applications.123,124 Furthermore, the fluorescent
molecules can be combined with the drug or gene therapeutic agents for
multifunctional particles capable of simultaneous bioimaging and therapeutic
agent delivery.
The use of nanoparticles in biomedical applications is a major focus of
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numerous research groups today.125-127 Roy et al reported that current AMA
carriers include micelles, liposomes, low-density lipoproteins, polymeric
micelles, and hydrophilic drug-polymer complexes.128 Moghimi et al reported
on drug delivery via nanoparticles such as polymeric nanospheres, ceramic
nanoparticles, polymeric micelles, dendrimers and liposomes.129 Sahoo and
Labhasetwar also reported on current nanoparticles used in bioimaging such
as magnetic nanoparticles, ferrofluids and quantum dot technologies.127 Davis
reported that three main types of gene therapy have been studied including
viral vectors, non-viral vectors and the direct injection of genetic material
into tissues.130
Major problems in the various schemes for generating nanoparticles
for various applications including nanomedical is the poor colloid stability in
nanoparticle suspensions including agglomeration, polydispersity in size and
shape, swelling and leakage.128,131 Other limitations include difficulty of
synthesis and processing techniques, inadequate drug loading inside the carrier
particle and lack of applicability to a variety of medical agents.132 Residual
precursor materials present in unwashed nanosuspensions can also have
detrimental effects for both delivery and toxic effects on the physiological
system.133
Methods for the synthesis of stable, unagglomerated nanoparticles for
nanomedical applications in a range of sizes have been developed based on
reverse micelle techniques in the current work. The nanocomposite particles
can include numerous medically active substances such as organic fluorophores,
therapeutic agents and cDNA encapsulated within the nanoporous struncture
of silica, titania, calcium phosphate or calcium phospho-silicate nanoparticulate
matrices. The nanocomposite particulates are tailored to specific biomedical
application based on the selection of core and shell materials.
4.1. Silica NanoComposite particles
The synthesis of SiO2 matrix nanocomposite particles was performed
using reverse micelle techniques followed by the hydrolysis and condensation
of precursor materials in the microemulsion matrices.123 Figure 4.1 illustrates
the nanocomposite particle synthesis approach using reverse micelle
techniques.134-136
The synthesis of silica nanoparticles has been extensively reported in
literature. This method used to prepare the spherical SiO2 nanocomposite
particles is based on methods outlined in detail by Adair et al and Li et al.134,135
A variety of research has been published on the synthesis of fluorescent silica
nanoparticles based on Lis technique.137-142 To perform the nanocomposite
particle synthesis, nonionic surfactant, polyoxyethylene(5)nonphenyl ether
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FIGURE 4.1 - Schematic of the reverse micelle synthesis process.

(Igepal® CO-520), cyclohexane, tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), 3aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APS), and NH4OH (28-30%) were obtained
from Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI). Dehydrated ethanol (200 proof,
Pharmca Products Inc. Brookfield, CT) was also used. All chemicals in the
synthesis were used as received. All aqueous stock solutions were prepared
with deionized water (specific conductivity = 0.4x10-7 S/m).
Figure 4.2 outlines the synthesis of the AMA/SiO2 nanocomposite
particles. To form the reverse microemulsion, 4 mL Igepal® CO-520, 10 mL
cyclohexane and a specific volume of aqueous solution containing an active
medical agent are combined by stirring at moderate speed for approximately
30 minutes, resulting in a uniform mixture. The NH4OH is then added and
the suspension stirred for 15 minutes, followed by the addition of TEOS. Full
maturity of the micelles occurs roughly 24 hours after TEOS addition. After
the 24 hours, a silane coupling agent in the form of APS is added to the
suspension to modify the surface charge of the particles. 10,22-24 The
microemulsion is broken while rapidly stirring with 50 mL of 0.02 M acetic
acid/ethanol solution to maintain a pH value less than pH 7.0.
The size of the nanocomposite particles can be modified through the
manipulation of processing parameters including the ratio of water to surfactant
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FIGURE 4.2 - Synthesis flowchart for active medical agent/SiO2 nanocomposite particles.135

FIGURE 4.3 - TEM images of cascade blue acetyl azide/SiO2 nanoparticles. (TEM
photomicrograph courtesy of J.A. Nelson).

and the ratio of water to precursor materials. 135,136 A spherical SiO 2
nanocomposite particle of approximately 10 nm can be synthesized when
R=[water]/[surfactant]=2, H=[water]/[TEOS]=100, and X=[NH 4OH]/
[TEOS]=1 is applied to the cyclohexane/water/ Igepal® CO-520 system. The
small size achieved allows for evasion of capture by the reticuloendothelial
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system (RES) of animal models or the human body, permitting the nanoparticles
to function in biological systems by crossing physiological membranes such as
the intestinal wall and the blood-brain barrier.127,145,146
The SiO2 polymerization and TEOS hydrolysis rates are slower in a
microemulsion synthesis environment than in an aqueous solution.147-149 The
resulting monosize nanocomposite particles for bioimaging consist of organic
fluorophore molecules doped throughout the silica nanoporous network. Figure 4.3 illustrates the ultra-structure of ~60 nm cascade blue acetyl azide/
SiO2 nanocomposite particles. The ease of particle size tunability permits
relatively large nanoparticles to be examined that are more easily observed
for the dye molecules distributed throughout the SiO2 matrix.
4.2. Washing and dispersion of NanoComposite particles
The primary challenge in the removal of indifferent species after synthesis
is that washing involves the removal of residual precursor materials and excess
active medical agents while maintaining nanoparticle dispersion. Washed
particles are more easily and accurately characterized due to the absence of
residual organics interfering with techniques such as transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and quasi-elastic light scattering (QELS). It is also important
to remove co-ions such as nitrate, acetate, and sodium to establish reliable
processing for surface Functionalization. Washing nanoparticles for biological
applications is a critical step since surfactants and other organic materials have
detrimental toxicological effects.128,133
The dispersion scheme involves the application of protection-dispersion
theory to the AMA nanocomposite suspensions.2,150 Dispersion of the AMA
nanocomposite particles is further enhanced by the use of size-exclusion high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) to simultaneously wash, concentrate and disperse the nanocomposite particles.
4.2.1. Silane coupling agents and dispersants
The first step in the dispersion procedure is to modify nanoparticle
surfaces with a silane coupling agent or other dispersant.143 This electrostatic
protection method of dispersion utilizes the high surface areas characteristic
of nanoparticles.2,150 The dispersant consists of an anchor group which binds
to nanoparticle surfaces and a charged terminal group such as NH3+ extends
into solution in order to overcome attractive van der Waals forces present in
nanoparticle systems. The electrostatic dispersion provided by the small
organic and inorganic absorbates is also sensitive to solution pH with pH values
in the range of pH 6.5 found to be most efficient.151
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APS has been utilized as the dispersant in AMA nanocomposite syntheses
in prior studies.131,143,144 The AMA nanocomposite particle surfaces were
treated with 1 w/o dispersant solution.131 After APS surface modification, the
particle surfaces are positively charged (~ +30 mV) at pH~6.5. Other
dispersants can also be used including trimethoxysilylpropyl-diethylenetriamine
(DETA), sodium citrate dihydrate and combinations of dispersants.149
Electrostatic dispersion is metastable to agglomeration, particularly in
relatively high ionic strength solutions such as 0.01M NaCl, thus additional
washing and dispersion steps are required.30 Additionally, in this dispersion
regime, agglomerated particles cannot be redispersed. 30 Nevertheless,
electrostatic dispersion via surface modification of the AMA nanocomposite
particles is useful since it enhances the effectiveness of HPLC washing.
4.2.2. Size-exclusion high performance liquid chromatography
Size-exclusion high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
generates stable unagglomerated nanocomposite particle suspensions superior
to other particle recovery techniques including sedimentation, centrifugation
or Soxhlet extraction with displacement washing.131 The HPLC washing procedure is based on an analytical technique used for the separation of complex
liquids. HPLC washing removes surfactant and other precursors as well as any
unencapsulated fluorescent or therapeutic agents. The separation of the
nanoparticles from the waste-containing carrier solution is achieved due to
differences in the interactions of the mobile and stationary phases.152,153
The nanocomposite particles are washed and dispersed using a sizeexclusion HPLC system* illustrated in Figure 4.4. An unpacked HR 5/5 (5 x
50 mm) HPLC column was purchased from Amersham Biosciences
(Piscataway, NJ). The column is packed with 20 µm (bare or APS-treated)
spherical silica beads purchased from Stellar Phases Inc. (Langhorne, PA).
Dehydrated ethanol (pH adjusted to nanoparticulate system requirements
using acetic acid) is pumped through the HPLC to wet the column packing
before the nanoparticle suspension is introduced. In the HPLC washing procedure, the nanoparticle suspension is pumped into the HPLC system through
a stationary phase at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The end of the HPLC after the
packed column is connected to detectors in order to measure UV absorbance
or fluorescence.131 The detectors are used to monitor when the column is
fully saturated with nanoparticles. The particles are eluted and redispersed
using an ethanol/ distilled water solution of up to 70 v/o water.

* Waters Delta Preparation 3000 HPLC System, Milford, MA
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FIGURE 4.4 - Schematic of the HPLC system used to wash and disperse nanoparticles.

The HPLC washing and dispersion process is influenced by numerous
processing variables including surface modification of the mobile and stationary
phases, suspension pH, elutant solution composition, flow rate and column
dimensions.131,152,153 Typically, nanocomposite particle suspensions between
10-20 w/o solids loading are obtained as measured by acoustic methods.154
4.2.3. Nano-suspension dispersion characterization
Unagglomerated AMA nanocomposite suspensions were attained based
on characterization techniques including quasi-elastic light scattering (QELS)*,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM)** and atomic force microscopy
(AFM)*** . Additionally, zeta potential measurements were conducted using

* Nano S Zetasizer, Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK
** JEOL 2010F high-resolution-TEM, Japanese Electronics and Optics Laboratory, Tokyo,
Japan
*** MultiMode, Digital Instruments, Veeco Instruments
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electrophoretic light scattering*. The AMA nanocomposite suspension pH
was measured using a Sentron pH meter** . Density measurements were
performed using an acoustic hand-held density meter to determine the solids
loading of the washed nanocomposite suspensions***.
The state of dispersion of the AMA nanosuspensions can be
characterized using the average agglomeration number (AAN) defined
earlier.2,68,155 The AAN is calculated from the ratio of the median particle
volume determined via QELS to the microscopic particle size volume
determined through TEM analysis.2,68,155 An AAN <10 indicates a welldispersed suspension.2,68,155
The state of dispersion of a nanocomposite Rhodamine B/SiO 2
suspension was analyzed using the AAN approach. The sample (SMR 3-69)
parameters are R=4, H=100, X=1. Figure 4.5 shows the nanosuspension
characterization using QELS which provided a particle size of 32.0 nm.
Characterization by TEM gives a particle size of 25.5 nm ± 4.50 nm in good
agreement with the QELS particle size. Figure 4.6 shows a typical nanoparticle
from the sample.
* ZetaPALS, Brookhaven Instrument Corp., Holtsville, NY
** Argus IP 65 ISFET, Sentron Inc.,The Netherlands
*** Anton Paar, DMA 35N, Graz, Austria

FIGURE 4.5 - Plot of Rhodamine B/SiO2 nanoparticle size distribution by volume.
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FIGURE 4.6 - TEM image of Rhodamine B/SiO2 nanoparticle.

The AAN for the Rhodamine B/SiO2 nanosuspension is 2.0. Thus, the
suspension can be classified as well-dispersed. The discrepancy in particle
sizes given by QELS and TEM is due at least in part to the QELS measurement
of the electrical double layer surrounding each of the nanocomposite particles
leading to a larger particle size measurement. Instrumental broadening also
occurs in QELS particle size determinations. We are currently developing a
standard protocol for the QELS for the nanocomposite colloidal suspensions
to minimize hydrodynamic radius effects due to double layer sensitivity.
4.3. Nanomedical applications
Stable, highly dispersed and unagglomerated core shell-matrix
nanoparticles can be used for a variety of biomedical applications including
bioimaging, drug delivery, gene therapy and combinations of bioimaging
during active medical agent delivery. Size, surface chemistry and dispersion
contribute to the effectiveness of the AMA nanocomposite particles as
biomedical tools.
4.3.1. BioImaging
Nanocomposite particles doped with organic fluorophores have the
potential to circumvent various functional limitations encountered by
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traditional organic dyes and other new bioimaging tools, such as quantum
dots (marketed as Q-dotsTM).126,156-158 Fluorescent labeling of biological
materials using small organic dyes is extensively utilized in a variety of
applications including diagnostics and biological imaging. However, many
characteristics of organic fluorophores limit the effectiveness of organic
fluorophores for such applications. High concentrations of dye molecules are
often required for bioimaging, as the fluorophore will eventually bleach due
to photo-physical degradation.149 Thus, experiments with organic dyes are
often limited to short time periods due to the short lifetimes of the organic
fluorophores.159 Furthermore, organic fluorophores rapidly self-quench which
limits the dye concentration that can be introduced to the system.159
There have been numerous advances in the development of colloidal
fluorescent semiconductor nanocrystals, or quantum dots (QDs), such as ZnS
shell-CdSe cores, used for bioimaging. Research indicates that QDs can be of
benefit as biological labels, when compared to the existing organic dyes.126,149,157
However, QD emissions are strongly intermittent and agglomeration can limit
their effectiveness as a bioimaging tool.40 Additional problems associated with
QDs include surface electronic defects and toxicological effects as surface
oxidation can cause degradation of the QD, releasing toxic heavy metals into
the body.160,161
The nanocomposite particles exhibit strong size-dependent emission
spectra due to quantum size effects.134 Furthermore, the nanoparticles have
virtually continuous excitation spectra above the threshold for absorption. As
a result, the photoluminescence from the nanocomposite particles can be
detected at lower dye concentrations than that for organic dyes by conventional
fluorescence methods, with the benefit of biocompatibility. 127,162 The
fluorescent nanocomposite particles may be used to examine capillary flow,
define neuronal cell connectivity and to study translocations through gap
junctions.
The shell matrix can consist of SiO2, CaPO4, CPS or TiO2, the last material
an inherent, inorganic, bactericidal material. Numerous organic fluorophores
have been encapsulated including the sodium salt of fluorescein, Rhodamine
123, Rhodamine B, Indocyanine Green, (Aldrich Chemical Co., Milwaukee,
WI). Rhodamine WT (Presto Dye Chem Co., Philadelphia, PA), cascade blue
acetyl azide (Molecular Probes, Inc. Eugene, OR), Cy 3 Amidite, and Cy 5
amidite (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ).
The fluorescent nanocomposite particle structure includes an organic
fluorophore doped inside a silica nanoporous network as shown in Figure
4.7. Direct contact between dye molecules and the environment is avoided,
eliminating photodegradation of the fluorophore presumably because of
absorption of the most energetic, and therefore, damaging of the excitation
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FIGURE 4.7 - TEM images of Rhodamine WT/SiO2 nanoparticles. (TEM photomicrograph
courtesy of J.A. Nelson).

photons. As a result, the nanoparticles exhibit extended fluorescence lifetimes
relative to traditional organic fluorophores or the QDs.
The nanoparticles possess high resistance to photodegradation due to
the protection of the fluorescent core provided by the encapsulating matrix.
Figure 4.8 includes three successive scans conducted on the F-4010
Fluorescence Spectrophotometer (Hitachi, Ltd., Japan) to determine the
susceptibility of the fluorescein/SiO2 nanoparticles to photobleaching. The
shift in the emission peak and the inhibition of photobleaching verifies that
the organic fluorophore has been encapsulated. The nanoparticles containing
1 M fluorescein encapsulated in SiO2 exhibit intensities 200% greater than
that for free fluorescein in solution without self-quenching. The small peaks
at 475 nm indicate the excitation setting for each sample and are due to
scattered excitation light.
Schott Nexterion AG (S. Conzone, Dueyea, PA) performed an
independent experiment to examine the fluorescent character of the
nanocomposite particles. Figure 4.9 shows the results of the experiments.
The nanoparticle solutions were printed (10 spots per row per 8 samples) on
a SCHOTT epoxy slide using GeneMachines OmniGrid Accent microarrayer.
The slide was scanned in the Axon scanner at 100% laser power 30 consecutive times. The multiple scans with high intensity laser verified that not only
do the nanocomposite particles resist photodecay, they also exhibit an
enhancement in fluorescent emission when excited by a high power laser.
The fluorescent character of a variety of core-shell QD nanocomposite particles
was also examined, including CdS shell/CdSe core quantum dots. The QD
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Figure 4.8 - Fluorescent emission scan of fluorescein/SiO2 nanoparticles.

FIGURE 4.9 - Nanocomposite particle photodecay experiment results. (Data courtesy of
S. Conzone, Schott Nexterion AG, Dueyea, PA).
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FIGURE 4.10 - Phase contrast (A) and fluorescent image (B) of cultured vascular A7r5
smooth muscle cells that have taken up fluorescein/SiO2 nanoparticles. Phase image (C)
and fluorescent image (D) of acutely isolated rat stellate ganglia neurons five days following
intracardial injection of the nanoparticles. (Data courtesy of Victor-Ruiz-Velasco, Hershey
Medical Center, Hershey, PA).

arrays (not shown) lost approximately 50% emission intensity due to
photodegradation during the 30 scan experiment.
The fluorescent nanoparticles effectiveness as a bioimaging tool was
also examined by Victor Ruiz-Velasco at Hershey Medical Center, Hershey,
PA. Figure 4.10 shows cultured vascular A7r5 smooth muscle imaged using
fluorescein/SiO 2 nanoparticles. It was observed that fluorescein/SiO2
nanoparticles (0.002% 1 M) induce fluorescence of 100% of cultured A7r5
vascular smooth muscle cells without inducing apoptosis. Additional
experiments performed at Hershey Medical Center showed that acutely
isolated cardiac neurons displayed identical electrophysical properties as
unlabeled control neurons, which indicates that the fluorescent nanoparticles
do not cause significant adverse toxicological effects. In contrast, studies
indicated that quantum dots were lethal in all neurons tested within 10-15
minutes of use under in vitro conditions. Additionally, the organic fluorophore/
SiO2 nanoparticles were also non-toxic in cell culture models. At a nanoparticle
concentration 100-fold higher than employed in cell culture experiments, no
acute or chronic toxicity was induced in Swiss Webster mice.
4.4. Conclusions
The research presented provides a method for the synthesis of stable,
unagglomerated nanocomposite particles. The nanoparticles consist of active
medical agent(s) encapsulated in a variety of shell matrix materials. Dispersion
of the nanocomposite particles is achieved using electrostatic dispersion
techniques in conjunction with size-exclusion HPLC to simultaneously launder
and concentrate while maintaining dispersed nanocomposite particles. The
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AMA nanocomposite particles have been evaluated using average
agglomeration (AAN) theory in conjunction with other characterization
techniques and through experiments performed at Hershey Medical Center.
The nanocomposite particles can be used in a variety of nanomedical
applications including bioimaging, drug delivery and possibly gene therapy.
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Discussion
M. Yoshimura: It is true that smaller zirconia crystals would take the tetragonal
structure rather than the monoclinic one? However, it does not mean that a
thermodynamic critical size exists, because some kinetic factors might control
the formation of those tetragonal particles. Do you think that the formation of
tetragonal particles might be controlled by thermodynamical factors (i.e. critical
size)?
J. Adair: As we discussed in prior papers, during hydrothermal synthesis of
ZrO2, solution pH controls the formation of m-ZrO2 (low pH), t-ZrO2 that will
slowly transfer to m-ZrO2 (intermediate pH, say pH 5 to pH 9) and persistent
t-ZrO2 (above about pH 9). So long as ZrO2 is in a saturated aqueous
environment, these pH stabilization regimes seem to hold. Garvie was among
the first to propose surface energy stabilization of t-ZrO2. At high pH, the
higher surface energy of the m-ZrO2 leads to metastable formation of the tZrO2 in the Garvie hypothesis. This we have experimentally confirmed
(Demkewicz et al, JMR, 1990).
In the solid state, the grain size stabilizes the t-ZrO2 in sintered specimen. In
conventional grain size t-ZrO2 capable of transformation toughening at 25°C,
3 mole percent Y2O3 and grain sizes around 300-600 nm are required. At
nanoscale grain sizes, considerably less Y2O3 or other stabilizing agents, even
no additions, can produce t-ZrO2. However, the loci of transformation temperature and grain size will need to be experimentally determined. It is
expected that the appropriate combinations of grain size and temperature
will exist for the nanoscale t-ZrO 2 (without dopant) to demonstrate
transformation toughening.
W. Rieger: What is the reason behind making at 1.7 mol% (tetragonal) Y-TZP
as the more industrially tested composition is the 3 mol% Y2O3 composition.
Can you comment on that ?
J. Adair: The 1.7 mole percent was the result of unexpected greater solution
binding of the complexing agent, bicine, with the yttrium ion. As a
consequence, the targeted concentration of 3.0 mole percent was not
reached. However, we believe that the most interesting material to come out
of our work is undoped, tetragonal ZrO2. Preliminary sintering studies have
indicated that the tetragonal phase is maintained at least up to 900°C and
grain sizes at ~ 50 nm. Certainly, we expect that there will be a critical grain
size that displays room temperature transformation toughening. It is our intent
to determine the loci of grain size and transformation toughening temperature in the undoped tetragonal, nanoscale zirconia system.
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P. Sajgalik: Chemico-mechanical treatment resulted in fine, agglomerated
particles. Did you measure the isoelectric point after this treatment? In other
words, is isoelectric point size dependent?
J. Adair: The isoelectric point is probably not size dependent at least for the
systems we have evaluated, including: BaTiO3 (60 nm); ZrO2 (8 nm); α-Al2O3
(40 nm), and the agglomerated TiO2 (primary size 40 nm but agglomerated
size of ~ 1.5 µm). However, your observation has great merit and we will
check the IEP of the well milled titania.
In more several terms, we believe that the IEP is not affected so much as the
magnitude of the zeta potential. It is believed by our modeling at the current
time that the higher solubility levels of nanoscale particles leads to greater
specific site masking both by neutral species and ionic strength effects leading
to generally lower zeta potential magnitudes.
S. Barinov: What kind of calcium phosphate compound did you use to prepare
envelopes for drug delivery systems?
J. Adair: The hollow envelope can be fabricated by precipitation from a
solution containing metasilicate and calcium phosphate. The metasilicate as
Na3SiO3, and the Ca2+ as CaCl2 .2H2O and the PO43- as NaH2PO4.
L. Hench: Please comment on the effect of nanoscale particles on the structure
of water at the particle interface. Will highly structured water form strong
polar bridges between nano-particles?
J. Adair: The answer needs to be addressed from two perspectives : external
nanoparticle surfaces and the role of water in the internal surface of the
nanocomposite particles that were presented in my talk.
External:
Within particle assemblages where surface to surface crowding takes place,
the role of water is critical. Some of our analyses are analogous to the water
hydration sphere present on ions in aqueous solution, particularly cations
such as Al3+, Fe3+ and so forth.
The analogue to surface structure and ions present at surfaces is the direct
association of water through both hydrolysis reactions, but perhaps more
ubiquitously through hydration, hemi  micellular water molecules at cationic
surface sites. If this hypothesis that water dictates the metal hydration sphere
formation and interacts most strongly with cationic surface sites, then dispersion
of nanoscale particles would be most efficient under the acidic conditions
that favor the presence of metal ions on metal oxide particle surfaces. This
hypothesis is consistent with our experimental finding that chemically aided
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milling is most efficient at low pH conditions.
A last point is the possible role of water in surface reactions. We have seen
that the formation of oxygen bridges in the alumina system controls the initial
stages of agglomerate structures. This finding is analogous to the esterification
reactions observed by Hench et al, D.R. Uhlmann and others during hydrolysis
of metal organic precursors to the sol-gel formation of metal hydroxy oxides.
We believe that within a very short time in contact, nanoparticles bond via
bridging oxygens that are formed, at least in part, by the presence of water.
Our infra-red analyses of commercial powders and MO calculations on the
Al-O-H2O systems are consistent with an adsorption band at 1355 cm-1
indicating the presence of the bridging oxygens between alumina clusters.
Internal cavity :
The presence of an external cavity at the nanoscale in nanocomposite particle
is possible. The negative curvatures in cavities with diameters around 5 nm
lead to a variety of possible effects including: quantum confinement, enhanced
adsorption of species, and general breakdown of treating the solution as a
continuum. We also believe that during the course of irradiation of the typical
fluorescent with conjugated (i.e., multiple double bonds) that activated states
such as free radicals, carbonium ions and/or carbanions can lead to chemical
bonding between the molecule and the surrounding inorganic matrix leading
to more rigid and greater quantum yield in the emission spectra. The quantum
confinement effects lead to an enhancement of photonic transitions due to
excitonic fluctuations particularly if the shell material is a dielectric. Pinkus at
UCSB showed that polymer molecules have enhanced adsorption at surfaces
with negative curvature. The presence of fluorescent molecules in the
quantum cavity of a nanocomposite particle leads to considerable attenuation
of the optical emission spectra. The attenuation of the emission spectra of the
quantum confined fluorescent molecule is consistent with the proposed
quantum confinement and the enhanced adsorption.
The last aspect of the features of the negative curvature quantum cavities is
the role of solvent, especially water. After 30 or so years of controversy, there
is no doubt that water can order and associate at surfaces. However, the
properties much less a basic understanding of the impact of structural or viscinal
water at the solid-solution interface and with respect to interaction energies
are not currently understood. However, properties such as the dielectric
constant, polar nature of water, etc. should be profoundly affected in the
quantum cavity. These are currently topics of much research, continued
controversy, and discussion.

